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Partnership working such as this can
have enormous value and impact and
generates mutual benefits for students,
staff and the University. For students,
feeling valued, having a sense of
ownership over their education, the
ability to contribute positively to the
learner experience and the
development of new skills and
competencies are key advantages of
engaging as partners. Staff are able to
hear the student voice and identify new
solutions that better meet the needs of
learners. For the institution, benefits
include: increased student satisfaction,
improved learner engagement and
achievement and good practice.

Introduction

This booklet has been designed to
showcase some of the excellent
work that students at Cardiff Met
have undertaken in partnership
with the Learning and Teaching
Development Unit to enhance the
student experience, curriculum
development and student support.
Students are extremely creative in
helping to find solutions and
developing new, innovative ideas
and so over the past three years,
LTDU has been engaging with
students as:

 co-consultants in the 
development and design of 
the academic curriculum 

 contributors to 
enhancements in the learner 
experience and learning 
environments

 informers and shapers of 
good practice. 

At Cardiff Metropolitan University we believe that students are
not simply passive recipients of their learning, but should instead
be active partners in the education process. 
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Section 1 

Peer Learning Networks



Supported by LTDU, but developed
and administered by students, peer
learning networks are designed to
provide students with an online
platform from which they can offer and
access social and academic support,
advice and useful information. Each
network uses a range of tools such as
discussion boards (for sharing
experiences, asking/providing advice,
posting useful links), multimedia (e.g.
podcasts), learning resources (such as
employability and academic skills), 
file sharing and social networking.

Student interns were recruited to
work for 4 hours per week. 
The main activities involved in 
the internship included:

 Creating and populating online 
networks. 

 Advertising, promoting and 
maintaining the sites. 

 Managing user access and 
other administrative tasks.

 Moderating the websites, 
particularly discussion forums, 
to ensure that netiquette is 

    adhered to.
 Ensuring that information is 

kept relevant and up to date.

Two of the peer learning networks are
programme-based, which means that
only students enrolled on a specific
course can access the communities.
These include the Speech and
Language Therapy Society and PGCE in
Physical Education networks. Others
are open to the wider student
community, such as the Global Campus
and Mature Students communities.
Networks can be found in The Student
Room under ‘My Communities.’
Students interested in joining the
online communities can simply click
Register and wait for the network
administrators to confirm membership.

It is hoped that by
encouraging peer support 
and collaborative learning,
peer learning networks will
lead to improved retention
rates and academic
progression of Cardiff
Metropolitan University
students.

Introduction to Peer Learning Networks

Student interns were recruited to
work for 4 hours per week. 
The main activities involved in 
the internship included:

 Creating and populating 
online networks. 

 Advertising, promoting and 
maintaining the sites. 

 Managing user access and 
other administrative tasks.

 Moderating the websites, 
particularly discussion 
forums, to ensure that 
netiquette is adhered to.

 Ensuring that information is 
kept relevant and up to date.
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The Mature Students Peer Learning Network

Peer learning networks can be 
found on the Student Room
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The catalyst for this network was
student withdrawal data, which was
collected by LTDU using a survey that
explored the reasons why some
students leave their programmes of
study early. Survey results revealed the
particular pressures that mature
students face; in particular, lack of peer
support and difficulties balancing
home/work life and study were cited
by mature learners as the primary
reasons for leaving their programme
before completion. 

In order to address these difficulties, a
peer learning network called the
Mature Students Support Network was
initiated by LTDU and developed by
Tom Richards, a second year Speech
and Language Therapy student. The
online ‘meeting space’ is student-led
and offers mature learners a platform
from which they are able to collaborate
and forge friendships/social groups,
share their academic, personal and
employment experiences, post
questions and engage in
discussions/peer support and access
relevant learning resources on topics
such as academic skills, employability
and wellbeing. 



Being online offers flexibility to learners
by enabling them to engage in peer
learning activities using the network’s
tools and resources at a time and place
which is convenient for them.
However, face-to-face meetings are
also highly valued and therefore in May
2012, Tom organised a mature
students’ coffee morning, an
opportunity for students to socialise
and enjoy free coffee and cakes.
Tom also used this event to showcase
the network and recruit new members.
In addition, a calendar of events has
been added to the network to enable
members to schedule further events
and social gatherings.

The resource has helped mature
students to overcome several key
barriers to academic progression,
including: isolation and loneliness
caused by the lack of a social network,
the lack of time to make and maintain
friendships and difficulties balancing

work, academic and personal
responsibilities. Members of the group
also appreciate having easy access to
relevant online materials that support
the development of academic skills and
which help learners to cope with the
particular pressures of being a mature
student.

Feedback from mature students
indicates that the network is a useful
resource which improves access to
peer support when face-to-face
meetings are not possible. Discussion
forums and threads were found to be
particularly helpful for seeking advice
on academic issues and socialising with
fellow students. Whilst many students
use a range of social networking sites,
the fact that the peer learning network
is separate allows learners to be open
and honest with peers who understand
their problems without having to
publicly disclose their concerns to
friends outside the University.
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Screen shot from the Mature
Students Support Network
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Hi, I am Tom Richards and
I’m doing a student
internship with LTDU. My

role was to help create, market and
maintain a new website for mature
students across Cardiff Met. The
mature student support network is a
resource bank for mature students
with a discussion forum for mature
students to connect with one
another.

The internship has really developed
my IT skills, organisational skills,
communicative skills and has given
me experience of liaising with
personnel from many areas of
Cardiff Met - including the LTDU,
Finance and Student’s Union. It’s
also provided me with greater
insight into the challenges many
students face when they are trying
to juggle an intensive degree
programme with family and work
commitments. 

One of the main challenges I was
presented with was marketing the
service to students. On a campus
bathed in posters, adding to them
wouldn’t be enough. So I put an
advert in the March edition of ‘Retro’
and am looking to get an advert on
the TV screens around campus. 

I’m also looking to hold an informal
coffee morning in Starbucks to show
students the website, the features
available and introduce students to
one another - which we’re hoping
will give mature students a sense of
community and reduce withdrawal
rates among mature students. This
is especially notable in the holidays
when people go home and feel
isolated from the student microcosm.

I would definitely recommend
applying for a student internship,
aside from having a bit of extra
money I feel like I’m doing
something really useful for my peers
and it’s been really beneficial to my
professional development. It’s
helped improve on many
transferable skills and is a good
primer for the challenges and
organisational skills required in the
majority of employment roles after
graduating.

Tom Richards, Student Intern
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At the beginning of the 2011-12
academic year, LTDU and staff from
Speech and Language Therapy worked
together to develop a more effective
induction programme for students.
Student feedback suggested that a
specialist speech and language society
could enhance the induction
experience further as it would
encourage dialogue between students
on the programme and promote the
sharing of useful resources or
interesting materials relating to speech
and language therapy. As a result, a
Speech and Language Therapy Society
was formed. However, due to busy
timetables, society members found that
it was difficult to meet regularly. 
To address this issue, LTDU provided
support to develop a peer learning
network for society members which
could be accessed 24/7.

Three student interns were recruited to
develop and administer the online
meeting space. These were Amanda
Evans, Amy Stephens and Louise Allen,
all second year students in Speech and
Language Therapy. After a careful
review of the available technologies,
Amanda, Amy and Louise decided to
use WordPress, a free blogging tool.
WordPress is open access, which
means that the network is available to
new students who had not yet gone
through the enrolment process. 
This was considered useful because it
allowed prospective students to
communicate with existing students,
ask questions about the programme
and seek support and guidance from
others who had been through the
transition into University and onto 
the programme.

Speech and Language Therapy Society 
(SALTsoc) Network 
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The Speech and Language Therapy
Society learning network

The network also offers existing
students opportunities to share advice
(both academic and social), post useful
links including news reports, journal
articles and information about
interesting television programmes on
speech and language therapy issues.
Students are also able to access study
support, the latest information on
upcoming Society events and
employability support such as hints and
tips on writing job applications and
interviewing techniques, all of which
have been developed by speech and
language therapy specialists and
employers. 

In addition, members can use the
network to share their work placement
experiences and post information
about finding their first graduate job. In
order to engage students, Amanda,
Amy and Louise have posted videos
and Twitter feeds as well as questions
which are designed to prompt
discussion and debate around the topic
of speech and language therapy.

The interns continually ensure that
content is up to date and regularly liaise
with fellow students to identify new
areas/topics to include in the network.
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Students use the network to engage in discussion and debate around
topical issues in Speech and Language Therapy

Each year, students from Cardiff
Metropolitan University’s Speech and
Language Therapy programme and
Western Illinois University have the
opportunity to participate in a six week
exchange process. The student interns
have therefore created a page on the
network dedicated to supporting
exchange students by posting useful
information such as things to do in
Cardiff, maps and resources to assist
learners during their transition into
Welsh culture. Students on exchange
programmes also have their own blogs
on the network which they can use to
share their experiences with other
members.

Whilst the network is primarily
discipline related, Amanda, Amy and
Louise have built in some generic and
practical resources such as a forum on
car sharing, book selling, housing,
mentoring and finance.

Feedback from speech and language
therapy students has been extremely
positive. Users consider the network to
be a one-stop-shop for advice and
support in SLT education and are
appreciative of the resource. It is hoped
that the network will continue to grow
and develop to become an integral and
embedded resource on the programme
for many years to come.



I have learnt quite a lot of
new skills and enhanced
existing ones from working

on the peer learning network. It
takes a lot of research, planning and
designing. I am constantly looking
for new items to publish on the site
and then spend a lot of time
deciding how to format it, where it
should go etc. So, I feel my
organisational skills and time
keeping have improved and I have
learnt to be a bit more creative. 

You have to learn how to use the
tools of the site and their functions.
You then make decisions based on
what you think will work for the site,
achieve your aims and appeal to the
site users. I have learnt an awful lot
about technology and especially
how to build a blog site and change
it so it functions more like a website.
I understand how websites work a
lot more and am always looking for
tips from other bloggers/website
builders on how to enhance its
functionality. 

It has taken a lot of hard work,
patience and motivation but the
feedback from students has made it
worthwhile. When something you
have done on the network really
works and people use it, it's quite
satisfying. I have enjoyed
contributing to the student
experience with something that was
not in place before and that is now
hopefully benefiting the students
using it.

The hardest part I have found is
getting students to use some of the
tools e.g. discussion boards. But you
have to accept that students will use
what appeals to them and if it's the
information side rather than the
interactive side of the site, then
that's ok too and vice versa. You
begin to learn what your users want.  

If you are able to get involved with
the peer learning networks, I'd
encourage you to do so. You get a
lot of help and support and if you
have any questions there are always
people willing to answer them. It's
actually quite fun designing the
website because you can be as
creative as you want with it. It's
also nice when it's up and running
and you can think "I helped make
that.”

014

Amanda Evans, 

Student Intern
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Feedback from students on their
experiences reveals that the
programme can be very intense, with
large volumes of work and a significant
work placement element. This means
that, often, it is difficult for students on
the programme to meet face-to-face,
socialise and engage in peer support.

After the road show event, staff
presented the idea of a peer learning
network to the students, who were
enthusiastic about the idea and keen to
develop their own virtual meeting
space. LTDU provided support for
three students to create and manage
the network. The students were Amy
Bywater, Jessica Steer and Katherine
Ogden.

The three student interns began by
conducting a needs analysis, consulting
with fellow students on what they
required in terms of the new network
and also scoping potential take-up. The
primary requirements of students on
the course was for an online space
which could be used for sharing

teaching resources such as lesson plans
and teaching materials, posting
information on relevant courses or
professional development
opportunities, discussing professional
issues, arranging face-to-face meetings
and advertising volunteering
placements. 

As well as addressing the needs
outlined above, the interns provided
tools within the network for students
on the programme to ask questions and
share their experiences of the PGCE PE
and their teaching practice with others.

The student interns hope that in the
future the network will be available to
graduates for professional
development and social/professional
networking purposes. It is also hoped
that those who have completed the
PGCE will use the site to respond to
questions posted by prospective or
current students, as well as engaging in
debate and dialogue about the
programme and the teaching
profession. 

PGCE Physical Education Learning Network

The idea for the PGCE Physical Education online learning network
was developed during a Road Show event which was delivered
by LTDU in September 2011 and attended by teaching staff from
the programme.  



The PGCE PE peer
learning network has 
a range of resources 
to engage students 
and enhance learning

Feedback from fellow students and
tutors has been extremely positive.
Students believe that the network is a
valuable resource because it saves
them time locating useful information,
materials and resources. 
The communication tools such as
discussion boards were also found to
be particularly valuable for enabling
students on the programme to maintain
their friendships by staying in touch
and engaging in conversations around
both social and academic issues.

Amy, Jessica and Katherine
envisage that the network will
continue to grow and develop
into a rich repository of useful
resources that relate
specifically to the programme.
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My role has involved working
with fellow students to
establish their needs and

expectations of a new learning
network, building the site, managing
administration tasks, monitoring the
uploading of files and moving files to
the designated areas on the site. 

I have enjoyed meeting other students
on the course, giving presentations on
how to use the site and launching the
network. The opportunity has
drastically increased my IT skills in
terms of creating and organising
websites and databases. Other
students are excited to start sharing
resources with peers and are happy
that future students will be able to use
these and share their own ITT year
resources. It will be a real benefit for
new students to the course to get a feel
for what it is all about, what to expect
and a starting point in terms of lesson
plans. 

There have been some challenges
along the way, mainly time. As trainee
teachers, the assignments, IPD tasks,
lesson plans, evaluations and hours of
laminating makes it sometimes harder
to keep on top of the site. But it has
become a lot easier and the pros have
far outweighed the cons. We know
students are looking forward to getting
signed up and in the long term it will
be worth it. 

A recommendation to future students
who may opt to work on the site is to
manage your time effectively and do it
in small chunks. Two hours every few
days would be enough and if not, a
large stint on weekends is do-able.
Remember there will be more than one
of you working on the site so it is a
good idea to share the work and
communicate well! As graduates, we
will continue to use the network to
share our teaching resources and
communicate with new students onto
the course. This will be a huge benefit
for future students, who will be able to
ask us questions and access a range
of materials.

Amy Bywater

Student Intern
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The peer learning network
has been a fantastic
opportunity to provide an

online education resource and support
network for students on the PGCE PE
programme. The network has created
a system where students can
communicate with each other about
different aspects of the PGCE, for
example, by posting sample lesson
plans or ideas, starting a discussion
about an assignment or upcoming
event and uploading pictures or videos
of events students have participated in
during the university sessions. 

During the construction process of the
network I developed many skills that
will help me throughout my teaching
career. An example of one of the most
significant skills I developed was
learning how to design an online
system that would be easily accessible
and would provide students with
relevant and up to date information to
help them complete their PGCE. This
skill was invaluable because I was
able to talk at interviews about
creating an online resource system for
GCSE/A-Level students to help with
their revision process. I also learnt
how to advertise a new programme to
the PGCE PE cohort. This process was
essential to ensure students were
aware of the benefits of using the site
and how to join the community. 

Whilst working as an intern on the
learning network we also had to
overcome some challenges, for
example, organising the site in a

logical order and learning how to
upload documents to the right place
(initially this took quite a few
attempts!). However, after persevering
and several lessons from the ever
helpful and supportive Sophie and
Nicola from LTDU we managed to
create a fun, interesting and useful PE
resource base.

The opportunity to become an intern
for the Learning and Teaching
Development Unit was a great
experience and provided me with a
different set of skills that have been
extremely useful during my teaching
career so far. Without participating in
the intern programme I would not have
been able to develop these skills and
work with such an innovative team to
create an online resource. As a result, I
would thoroughly recommend joining
the internship programme next year!

Katherine Ogden

Student Intern



The university, through its diverse
population of students, has a wealth of
untapped ‘expertise’ and so LTDU has
instigated the Global Campus, an
online network which has been
developed to enhance links between
student groups (including local and
international students), encourage
more interest in placements abroad and
enhance students’ understanding of
cultural perspectives.  

Two student interns were recruited to
develop and coordinate the Global
Campus network. These are James, an
international student from Korea who is
studying for an MSc in Management,
and Rowan, a home student studying
BSc Biomedical Science.

The Global Campus Peer Learning Network

One of Cardiff Metropolitan
University’s strategic objectives is
to enhance global perspectives of
curricula and develop the notion
of the ‘global citizen’. A Global
Citizen is someone who:

 is aware of the wider world 
and has a sense of their own 
role as a world citizen;

 respects and values diversity;
 has an understanding of how 

the world works economically, 
politically, socially, culturally, 
technologically and 
environmentally;

 participates in and contributes 
to the community at a range of
levels from local to global;

 is willing to act to make the 
world a more sustainable 
place;

 takes responsibility for their 
actions.

Rowan and James w
orking

on the Global Cam
pus network
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The aim of this 
on-line community is
to provide students
with a space to share
their international
experiences and
support peer learning
through discussion,
access to support or
advice and sharing of
useful links and
resources 

Global Campus Network

James and Rowan consulted with fellow students on the development
of the Global Campus resource

The network has been designed to
provide international students with a
wide range of practical resources to
help them during their transition into 
university and a new culture. 

For example, the student interns have
posted links to useful guides such as
the pronunciation of British English,
information on studying and working as
an international student in the UK, 
help calculating finances and advice on
where to find local doctors, dentists
and opticians.
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The Global Campus network also
encourages dialogue between home
and international students in order to
promote friendships between diverse
groups and to enable community
members to learn about one another’s
countries and cultures, including
economic, political, social, cultural,
technological and environmental
issues. The network supports Cardiff
Met’s home students as they prepare to
travel abroad for a study exchange or
work placement by posting
international vacancies and also
providing a space where those about to
embark on global placements can seek
advice from others who have visited, or
come from, particular countries or
regions. James and Rowan have

developed marketing materials
to advertise the Global Campus
network

James and Rowan

Student Interns
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My name is James and I am
an international student. I
have been developing the

Global Campus peer network with
Rowan, who is a home student. I feel
that my work as a student intern has
helped me to develop respect and
cooperation skills because, as an
international student, if I was to work
on this site without accepting the
opinion of my co-worker, then the
network would be meaningless. 

The Global Campus learning network
has been created for all Cardiff Met
students so Rowan and I thought
about our format together by having a
meeting. We both had to think carefully
about what the network would include,
what we wanted to achieve, etc. and
this required planning skills and 
creativity.

My time management skills have
improved too. The student intern
working hours are flexible so if I don't
make an effort to carry out this work
independently, I will fail to complete
the work that is required within the
timescale.

Our network is now set up and we
have recently been advertising the site.
We now need to inform more students
about the network, encourage people
to join and contribute by posting on the
discussion boards, sharing useful links
and asking questions.  

So we will need to do more marketing
for this learning network through
posters and more flyers.

I would recommend this kind of
university internship to other students
because you are able to gain work
experience that is useful to put in your
CV and has flexible working hours. 

James’s Testimony 

Rowan’s Testimony 
The peer-learning internship
at Cardiff Met has not only
helped me to develop my CV,

application writing and interview skills
whilst being in the university
environment, but it has enabled me to
enhance my research and time
management skills and also my ability
to work for and with people. The
internship has added value to my
overall university experience. 

For me, the Global Campus internship
has taught me the small detailed
aspects of being a foreign student, and
why Work Experience and Voluntary
Work are important aspects of degree
level study.
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Section 2

Curriculum Design
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Introduction to Curriculum Design projects

Within the 2011/2012 academic
year, a range of teams across the
institution have been working
together to enhance the
curriculum and student
experience. Two are cross-
institution initiatives (equality and
diversity, and internationalisation
resources), while others are
programme based. These
include:-

 Health and Social Care
 Business and Management
 Podiatry

Curriculum development describes all
the ways in which a training or teaching
organisation plans and guides learning.
Over the 2011/2012 academic year,
curriculum development work has
changed and is now much more of a
collaborative process involving
programme teams, students and LTDU. 
The groups work in partnership to
examine current practices and
conventions in relation to learning,
teaching, assessment and student
support. Through research and
discussions, curriculum design teams
explore opportunities for enhancement
of the curriculum, identify any
resources that could help students to
make the most of their learning
opportunities and develop action plans
that detail how issues will be
addressed. 

Working closely with students is
particularly important because learners
can offer valuable insight into the lived
experience of learning which is critical
for informing developmental change.
Data from the National Student Survey
(NSS), withdrawal and retention
surveys, staff feedback and student
focus groups are also used to help
identify areas for enhancement. 

These projects have been very
varied and some exciting
developments are emerging. 
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Internationalisation involves providing
students with global perspectives of
their discipline and encouraging them
to develop a broader knowledge base
for their future careers. It may involve
providing students with a set of values
and skills to operate in diverse cultural
environments. These are often labelled
‘intercultural competencies’ or ‘cross-
cultural capabilities’ and relate to
graduate attributes and global
citizenship. Internationalisation,
therefore, is about acknowledging that
graduates today will need the resilience
and competencies to communicate and
compete in a rapidly changing,
complex global workforce and world.

Internationalisation of the curriculum is
a key priority of the University. This
project focused on engaging academic
staff and students from five distinctly
different programmes, i.e. some with
mixture of international and local
students, some with largely
international students, some with
largely local students. Some
programmes already have a global
context, while others focus on more
local issues. The aim is to develop the
curricula to reflect a more global
perspective, to provide activities which
encourage students to consider a

broader perspective than their own and
to help learners develop the sorts of 
‘intercultural competencies’ described
above.  

Cardiff Metropolitan University’s 
Internationalisation Project 

A post-graduate intern, Ally
Forbes, was employed to conduct
focus groups with students from
the five programmes to gather
ideas on how internationalisation
could be embedded within the
curricula. It was important that the
discussions were facilitated by a
student because it enabled
participants to talk freely and
honestly about the current
curricula with someone objective,
who understands their concerns.
The focus groups centred around
the following topics:

 Interacting with fellow 
students from a range of 
cultures

 Being culturally open minded
 The ability to integrate quickly 

and efficiently into new 
cultures

 Becoming a global citizen 



Ally found that a number of students
were initially reluctant to engage with
the idea of internationalisation, but
through discussion and debate,
individuals became increasingly able 
to recognise the importance of global
citizenship. 

Based on focus group findings, Ally
wrote a report and presented this to a
group of academic staff from the five
programmes reviewed. The report
offered a number of general
recommendations, for example,
promoting collaborative learning with
students working in diverse groups
rather than friendship groups.
Discipline and School based
recommendations were also made in
order to inform more specific
developments.

In order to encourage further
curriculum development across the
university in terms of 
internationalisation, case studies will be
developed and made available to all
staff. It is hoped that these will be a
useful resource for others to consider
when enhancing their own curriculum
with respect to globalisation.

Ally presented and discussed her report 
with a group of academic staff
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Ally Forbes

Student Intern

I have expanded my research
skills and have gained
valuable experience

managing a large-scale project.
Previously, my experience only went as
far as university projects such as my
undergraduate dissertation. I was
required to conduct and report on
focus groups with students across the
5 academic schools. After I had
collected my data I formulated a report
for academic staff based on students’
feedback on their current curriculum
content and delivery. I was happy to
gain some very positive comments
from the staff who used the report to
inform their curriculum development.   

I had a very tight time scale and the
biggest challenge was fitting in all of
the proposed focus groups (10) and
collecting as much data as possible to
provide academics with sufficient
information to improve their
curricula/content delivery. I had no
previous experience of conducting
focus groups and therefore the process
was a learning curve. One challenge
that researchers face when conducting
focus groups is the fear that no one
will speak or that the group will be
dominated by a few individuals. So I
aimed to make our chat as inclusive as
possible and reinforced the fact that I
too was a student and that
everybody’s opinion was relevant and
of value. There was only one student
who failed to offer any form of opinion. 

After some reflection, I have realised
how I could have dealt better with the
situation and tried harder to include
the student within the conversation.  

With an ambition to work within
academia, being part of this project
was a really good opportunity to get
some hands on research experience
and to do something I enjoy at the
same time. It has really enhanced my
CV. I have also had the opportunity to
present my research findings at an
academic conference. I feel that the
skills and experience I have gained
will help me to secure PhD funding in
the future. Coming away from
university with a degree isn't enough
anymore and students need to develop
as many skills as possible whilst at
university to prepare them for their
future careers and set them aside from
other candidates. This is why I jumped
at the chance to be a part of this
project. 
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Dr Lisa Edwards, a Lecturer in Ethics and
Socio-Cultural studies and Rhiannon
Lord, an Academic Associate and PhD
student – both within the Cardiff School
of Sport - are currently working on a
learning and teaching project that
focuses specifically on issues of gender
and sexuality within the curriculum.  

The aim of this project is to explore
curriculum development strategies for
emphasising diversity in relation to
gender and sexuality. Rhiannon
conducted focus groups and interviews
with students across all levels within the
School of Sport. The research focused
on exploring students’ experiences of
gender and sexuality within various
teaching settings. The information
provided by students will form part of a
university wide web-based resource for
staff, providing information on issues
surrounding gender and sexuality in
higher education teaching
environments.  

This resource will also provide
information on models of good practice
for lecturers and tutors to implement 
into their teaching practice, as part of
Cardiff Metropolitan's ongoing 
commitment to equality and diversity
within the University.

Project outcomes will form part of the
Equality and Diversity web resource
which is being developed by staff in
LTDU. The final resource will be
available to all staff and used as an
integral part of the PgC Teaching in
Higher Education programme which is
part of the probationary requirement for
most new academic appointments. 

Developing resources to support Equality and 
Diversity at Cardiff Metropolitan University
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My involvement in this project
has allowed me to further
develop and practise my skills

as a qualitative researcher. It has
provided an opportunity to refine my
interview techniques and practise
analysing and presenting qualitative
data. The experience I have gained is
also significant in terms of cultivating
qualities that are vital in the role of a
researcher; in particular, managing the
real challenges and practical restraints
which often emerge when conducting
research. This has been an invaluable
learning experience.”

Rhiannon LordStudent Intern

Rhiannon’s Testimony       
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The BA in Business and Management
Studies is the oldest and largest
undergraduate programme within the
School of Management. It is also a very
complex programme which allows
students at the end of their first year of
study to select to specialise in one of ten
potential pathways and choose specialist
modules within each option. 
Students who do not wish to follow a
pathway are able to choose from a wide
range of optional modules. At the end of
the second year, students are again
asked to select pathway/module
choices, but can also choose to deselect
a pathway and graduate with a generic
qualification. However, at the beginning
of the academic year 2011/12, it
became clear that the options fayre and
supporting information booklets that
had been provided to the students had
not helped them to make informed
decisions about which modules to pick. 

As a result, many students were not on a
pathway, while others made choices 
that they wished to change after the first
few weeks of the new term as they had
not appreciated what the option choice
actually contained.  

In order to address these issues, a
number of focus groups (which used an
appreciative inquiry approach) were
held with students across the various
years of the programme at the start of
the new term in order to discuss how
the selection of pathways and optional
modules could be improved. The
themes identified through the students’
reflections on the course have led to a
number of innovations within the 
programme.

Focus groups revealed students’ 
concerns regarding module choice and
how important it is for students pursuing
particular career paths to select
appropriate modules and pathways. It is
also important for learners to choose
options that play to their strengths and
interests to ensure that they achieve
their full potential in their studies.

Business and Management: 
enhancing the programme and its pathways

As part of LTDU’s team intensive programme, the Business and
Management Programme Director and staff were offered the
opportunity to work alongside the team in LTDU to further
develop their pathways and programme. 
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Students felt that they required new,
more engaging resources that would
help them to make more informed 
module choices. 

The outcome of these focus groups was
a project to create an interactive web
page specific to the programme which
would provide the students with all the
information and guidance that they
needed. Initially the webpage provided
a clear structure of the programme,
clearly indicating the pathways, attached
option modules in each pathway and
those modules that were “free 
standing”. By clicking onto each module
title students are able to access 
information on the module assessment
and content.

LTDU then worked with both students
and staff to develop ‘talking head’
videos. These short films outline the
module content, teaching methodology
employed, assessment and links to 
future employability. The student films
provide an insightful account of what
students feel that they have gained from
the module, ideas about how modules
link to and build on previous modules,
further reading and other information
that could help to assist students in mak-
ing their selections. Having the student
and staff perspective helps to create a
basis on which to make these important 
decisions. Students will be able to view
these resources in their own time, with
remote access, affording them time to
reflect and make a more informed
choice.

Students are able to access online
resources to help them make well

informed module choices
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According to Angela Joseph, Programme Director in Business and Management Studies:  

“Feedback on the resources has been excellent and students have appreciated the
fact that they can access the information from anywhere, at any time. 
They particularly liked to see and hear the module leaders talking about the
module as well as the student perspective. The website is continuing to develop
and it is proposed that in the near future, a careers page will be created where
alumni will talk about their experiences, current jobs, and so on.”

The student focus groups also
highlighted the importance of the
induction programme in the transition to
higher education and the need for
expectations to be explored and
challenged. This has led to the
development of a new induction
programme which places active student
participation at the heart, using
experiential learning techniques to
promote engagement with the
programme from acceptance of the
university place. The importance of
professional and academic socialisation,
considered as important by the
students, will be promoted from the
outset. The use of an appreciative
approach has provided a very solution
based outcome to student engagement.

Sera Robyns-Owen, a third year student
studying a BA (Hons) in Business and
Management Studies with Marketing
was interviewed as part of a video to 
inform other learners about the 
dissertation element of the programme.
Sera said:

I wanted to participate in the
video to show that a
dissertation is not impossible! 

I was able to show people what things 
to think about when approaching a
dissertation, such as considering what
they have a genuine interest or passion in.

I found the experience of creating the
video beneficial as it allowed me to
think about what I had learnt by
completing the dissertation and the
skills which were required to get it
done. 

Reading about the dissertation module
on paper is very different to completing
it yourself. I hope that the video will 
help other students to gain a real
appreciation of what the dissertation 
is about and enable them to make
informed module choices.

Sera made a video to inform others about 
her experience of the Dissertation module
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Students made videos based on their own experiences to inform others
about various module choices
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Two second year Health and Social
Care students, Kath Shea and Emily
Hughes, were employed as Interns in
November 2011 to work in partnership
with programme staff and LTDU. Their
roles involved exploring how a sense of
professional identity can be instilled in
students studying non-vocational
courses, to promote student
engagement and increase learner
motivation.  

Focus groups, jointly facilitated by the
Student Interns and LTDU were used to
identify the reasons why students
chose to undertake the course, their
experience of the transition into higher
education, potential reasons for student
withdrawal and perceptions
/understanding of employability
prospects on graduation. The results
primarily revealed students’ need for a
clear identity as a Health and Social
Care professional. 

Through engagement with potential
employers, Kath and Emily identified
employment opportunities that
demonstrate the breadth of work
available to Health and Social Care
graduates. They then developed a
website to inspire first year students to
explore future employability, the
sectors in which they might work and
the range of occupations available to
them. LTDU, the Student Interns, the

Career Development Service and the
staff team are currently working
together to develop on-line, multi-
media resources such as case studies,
alumni testimonials, volunteering
opportunities and an on-line
community of practice which can be
integrated within the website. 
These resources will provide students
with an opportunity to explore career
pathways, the knowledge and skills
required by employers, links to
volunteering opportunities and access
to academic and professional support. 

It is envisaged that the website and its
content will be embedded in a first year
Personal Development Planning (PDP)
module to make learning more
meaningful and to help students
develop a stronger sense of self- and
professional identity and a range of
employability skills. In doing so,
students will have an improved chance
of finding employment in the Health
and Social Care arena upon graduation.
It is hoped that this development will
increase student retention and
motivation and assist students in
making connections between theory
and practice.

Health and Social Care Introduction
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Emily’s Testimony
Through this internship, I
have learnt many new skills
and have developed both

personally and professionally. I have
developed better communication and
organisational skills, have learned to
manage my time effectively and meet
deadlines. I have conducted primary
research with current students which
led to the development of a website
about careers and volunteering
opportunities for new students. I have
become more involved in my course
and with lecturers and professionals in
the field and I now have a deeper
understanding of the sector, which will
help me professionally. Another benefit
has been attending conferences, which
helped me broaden my knowledge. My
colleague and I faced a few challenges
along the way, for example, collecting
all the information has been time

consuming as we don’t want to
recreate the wheel but hope to develop
a useful tool for students to use when 
looking at professional development. 
I have been given a great opportunity
to represent the student voice and help
develop and improve the Health and
Social Care course for future students.
I would definitely recommend a
student internship as it’s very
rewarding to see your ideas develop
and provide useful resources to
support future students.   

Kath’s Testimony
I can honestly say that the
work I have been undertaking
during my Internship with

Cardiff Metropolitan has been one of
the most rewarding things I have ever
done. I believe that by facing
challenges such as running focus
groups with my peers, presenting
findings to faculty and staff members,
having to develop a professional
attitude to arranging and attending
meetings and conferences that I have
grown as a person. I would without
question recommend internships or
similar positions to my fellow
students, as the opportunity to start a
project and see it through to its
conclusion, and to witness the effect of
your work is very rewarding.

Kath & Emily, Student Interns,
showcasing their work at the
Future Directions Conference in
Glyndwr University



Within Podiatry the development of
clinical skills forms a major part of the
curriculum. Four final year Podiatry
students have been employed by LTDU
as student interns to help staff review
students’ views on their development
of pre-clinical and clinical skills in order
to develop a simulation lab which will
support and scaffold student learning.
The interns are Hannah Barrett, Jodie
Neads, Claire Treviss and Hayley Wills.
Their role has involved determining the
range of skills that are appropriate for
delivery in the simulation lab setting,
and also helping to develop the
required resources. The simulation lab
resources will feed directly into the
undergraduate clinical education with
the aim of improving clinical skills
development, promoting the
integration of knowledge and practice
and increasing student confidence.
This development will provide students
with increased opportunities for
reflection and peer feedback.

According to Ian Mathieson, 
a Senior Lecturer in Podiatry

“The opportunity to collaborate with
students really is a no-brainer: in a
rapidly evolving sector such as higher
education it is vital to take every
opportunity to understand more about
the student perspective, to remain
appropriately responsive to their needs
and deliver the programme in an
engaging, and effective manner.
Involving students provides an
excellent opportunity for them to reflect
on their experience and feed-forward to
directly improve the experience of
future students.”

Enhancing Clinical Skills in Podiatry

Ian MathiesonSenior Lecturer

036
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Although we are still in the
early stages of the project, we
have held a focus group with

the current first year students to
establish their thoughts on the pre-
clinical module of the course. This was
done without staff so that no one felt
that they couldn't speak openly and
honestly about the module. The focus
groups helped to provide us with lots
of ideas on how students think the
learning experience could be improved.
For example one idea was a work book
with practical exercises and video
demonstrations that could be
completed as part of the clinical hours
required. Another was a model of the
foot that could be used to improve the
learning of anatomy. 

It is now our task to establish how we
can produce literature, videos and so
on that can be used to assist next
years’ first years. Dr Sarah Curran has
the foot model underway already.
I signed up for the student internship
to bolster my CV and make it more
competitive in today's job market and
also because it is a paid position.
Every penny counts for students!

I would recommend other students to
take part in a student internship for all
the reasons I have mentioned
previously but also because it provides,
in this case, an opportunity to improve
the student experience in consultation
with your peers in a very democratic
and inclusive way.

Claire Treviss, student intern
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Section 3 

Student Led 
Teaching Fellowships
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Student Led Teaching Fellowships
provide an opportunity for students to
recognise and reward quality teaching
and the staff who have made a positive
impact on their learning experience.
They allow students to have their say
about which teaching styles best
support learning, which assessment
and feedback practices are effective
and which lecturers have inspired
them. As well as recognising and
rewarding those who impact positively
on students’ learning, the Fellowships
were designed to generate evidence
for what students value, identify
themes and capture good practice that
could be disseminated across the
University and wider HE sector.

Student Led Teaching Fellowships have
been developed over the past two
years within 13 Scottish institutions.
Building on these initial pilot projects,
Cardiff Metropolitan University’s LTDU
and Student’s Union joined forces to
implement its own fellowship scheme
in 2012. 

LTDU and the SU worked together
to establish selection categories
and criteria, develop an evidence-
based nomination system and
provide opportunities for the
dissemination of good practice.
The 5 nomination categories that
were chosen reflected areas
identified in the National Student
Survey, the University’s Learning
and Teaching Strategy, and other
sector-wide themes. The 5
categories were:

 Innovative Teaching
 Most Inspiring Teacher
 Most Organised Module
 Best Preparation for Work
 Best Feedback

Recipients of the Fellowship
receive the title of ‘Teaching
Fellow’ in the chosen category,
together with an honorarium in
recognition of their excellence.

039

Introduction to Cardiff Met Student Led
Teaching Fellowships
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From February to March, students
across Cardiff Met were asked to
reflect on their learning experience and
to nominate individuals/modules by
providing evidence and examples that
support their nomination. Students
were able to nominate using postcards,
or an online nomination form. As an
incentive, all students who voted were
entered into a draw to win 5 prizes,
including £100 worth of iTunes or Red
Letter Days vouchers. 

Staff in LTDU produced the nomination
forms, designed promotional materials
and coordinated the scheme from a
strategic perspective, while the
Students Union were responsible for
marketing activities, collecting and
collating student votes. They provided
on-the-ground support, talking to
students in lectures and across Cardiff
Met campuses and engaged students
in the process by explaining the
purpose of the fellowships from the
learner perspective. Nominations were
gathered under the identified
categories and judged by a panel of
members from LTDU and the SU. 

A student submitting their nomination card

 

Marketing materials and voting
cards were developed by LTDU 
and distributed by staff in the SU
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The benefits of the Student Led
Teaching Fellowships are:

 They empower students to 
influence their learning 
experience.

 They allow students to have 
their say in terms of what they 
value in learning and teaching

 It enables the University to 
identify and share good 
practice.

 They can improve student 
satisfaction.

 Rewarding and recognising 
staff for excellence in learning 
and teaching.

Student Led 
Teaching Fellowship
Outcomes

In order to share and
encourage good practice,
interviews were conducted
with each of the five
Fellowship winners to explore
their ideas and current
learning, teaching and
assessment practices. 
The outcomes of these
interviews will be used to
promote excellence in teaching
both within and outside 
the institution.
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The module I redesigned has
two strands to it, education
and developmental disorders,

and was taught in a traditional lecture
format. However, I wanted to change
from this traditional approach to more
practical, inquiry-based, case study
learning so that the students would
become more involved with the subject,
take responsibility for their learning
and integrate the different topics. When
the students have got their own line of
inquiry to follow that is where they
learn at their maximum.

Through the PgC of Teaching in Higher
Education I learnt about inquiry based
learning. When I became module
leader I accessed lots of support from
LTDU, such as advice on implementing
new teaching approaches, help with
setting up a wiki (collaborative on-line
space for students) and embedding
video into Blackboard.

The depth of student learning has
really increased and their integration of
theory into practical case studies has
increased massively. My advice to
others thinking about implementing
similar changes to their modules is
simply ‘go for it’! Keep going even if it
is different to other modules on your
teaching programme. When you look
back and get the student feedback then
you know it is all worthwhile and really
means something.

Fellowship winners, along with some 
extracts from their interviews: 

Hannah Plumpton, Lecturer in Speech and 
Language Therapy, for Innovative Teaching 

Hannah brings something out of the ordinary to engage students
in their learning. The curriculum is cutting edge, looking beyond
the classroom and she brings novelty, making effective use of new
technologies to enhance students’ experience.

Hannah Plu
mpton, win

ner of 

the Innova
tive Teachi

ng award
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There are days when I wake
up in the morning and think
‘I’m doing a lecture on so and

so today, that’s great’! I am teaching
on areas that I am also researching
and writing on – areas that are all
evolving and changing frequently and
that is exciting. 

Inspiring students involves asking
questions and encouraging learners to
question things for themselves, which
is what research is all about. I ensure
that in seminars there are debate
points and activities which require
students to read opposing ideas about
something and then debate them. It is
important for students to take
responsibility for their learning and
develop their own ideas.
It is the same with essays or the more
traditional assessments; I always
stress that even when assessment
topics are very close to something we
did in class, I expect students to start
from there but really take it somewhere
else and do something more than that. 

I also provide material via Blackboard
and then use the lecture to open
avenues to explore different themes,
subjects and ideas but then also to
provide further reading by linking to 
e-books that we’ve got in the library.
Saying ‘by the way I just had one slide
on this but there is a whole chapter on
this if you want to go and have a look’,
nudges students towards self-learning.
I have used a wiki for group projects
and a key reason why it is working is
that it is embedded in the assessment,
which a. makes the assessment more
exciting but b. teaches them different
skills at the same time.

Dr Dimitra Fimi, Lecturer in English, 
for Most Inspiring Teacher 

Dimitra is enthusiastic and inspires students to fully engage in
learning both in and outside of class time. She encourages debate
and critical thinking, bringing real-life into the classroom. 
She inspires students to achieve the best of their ability.

Dimitra Fim
i, winner o

f the 

Most Inspi
ring Teache

r award
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“Our modules are developed so
that they have an integrated
theme on Health and Social

Care. For example, I teach Social Policy
at level four so when I move on to level
five modules, I go back over what we did
in Social Policy and try to relate that to
where we are with Mental Health. In level
six modules, I always go back to levels
four and five in order to integrate and
build on that.

After every lecture I ask students to read
book chapters, make notes and bring
these to the next session for a discussion
on it. At the start of the next lecture I
recap on the previous week then ask a
set of questions based on the reading
and select students to respond. This
means that students have to do the
reading. 

I think that Communication is at the
heart of student satisfaction. It is
important to communicate on a day to
day basis as well as having agreements
with students relating to feedback and
the assessment criteria. A key part of
learning is also about communicating

with the academic staff, the admin staff
and the staff in Cardiff Met who are
supporting their knowledge.

In our module, Health and Social Care in
a Global Context, we introduced case
studies from Poland, where we had
lectures via video conferencing from a
Professor in a Polish university. Our
second guest lecturer was a nurse
practitioner working with HIV and Aids
in Zimbabwe and our final guest lecturer
provided a case study from Brunei.
Students’ final assignments were
absolutely fantastic; they have done
some amazing essays because they have
picked specific issues which are dealt
with very differently outside the UK. 

Rose O’Driscoll, Senior Lecturer in Health and
Social Care, For Most Organised Module

Rose provides clear learning outcomes which have been
communicated in an accessible way. She uses clear communication
channels and provides resources to scaffold learning. Expectations
and time frames are also made explicit to learners.

Rose O’Dr
iscoll, winn

er of the 

Most Orga
nised Mod

ule award
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I’m quite lucky that my
involvement with the Cardiff
Design Festival, which has

been running now for eight years, puts
me in contact with the design industry
here in Cardiff but also other networks
further afield. This means that we’ve
constantly got professionals coming in
and working on briefs with us, which is
hugely beneficial to the students. The
design community is quite accessible
and that is helpful to the students. 

Students are encouraged to use social
media for communicating, accessing a
rich source of information, exploring
interesting topics and widening their
professional networks. In terms of
bringing the ‘real world’ into the
classroom, the School of Art and design
use researchers or people with specific
interests (private or academic). We are
also trying to decompartmentalise
research and learning and teaching so
that it becomes a fusion and that the
students can benefit from it rather than it
being something that is behind closed
doors. 

We always give honest feedback and
also encourage peer assessment and
critical reflection. Students are required
to put their work up and get feedback
from staff and other students. That can
be quite tough but the question that we
always ask is, ‘what do you think is
successful about this piece of work?’ And
then “what could be done to improve it?”
This helps to prepare students for
graduate employment as they will be
required to give and receive feedback and
also to be able to back feedback up with
valid reasons for their comments. Finally,
students are encouraged to seek relevant
work experience, think for themselves
and be as professional as they can.

Olwen Moseley, Subject Leader in Graphic 
Communication, for Best Preparation for Work 

Olwen has helped students to look beyond their academic life to
future employability and provided opportunities to develop the
necessary skills to enter the workplace. This could be through work
placements, experiential learning, team working, skills workshops,
career development opportunities etc.

Olwen Moseley, winner of the Best Preparation for Work award
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Steven Henderson, a student
studying International Tourism
Management said:

I wanted to vote for John to
show my appreciation to him.
John has excellent knowledge

within the tourism industry and makes
lectures interesting by bringing them to
life and using his own experiences from
his research/knowledge. He inspires
students and encourages them to
explore and pursue our areas of interest.
He is dedicated to his job and always
encourages learning outside of the
classroom. He is currently organising a
field trip to Iceland. John uses a variety
of media within his teaching- books,
journals, websites and video. He
promotes debates within the subject
and always provides excellent and
useful feedback to students. I think the
awards are a good idea to reward staff
members for their hard work and
dedication to their jobs.

John sadly died in June. 
This posthumous award of a
Teaching Fellowship is a great
testament to his enthusiasm,
popularity and commitment. 
John will be a huge loss to the
University and in particular the
students who he served with 
such distinction.

John Dobson, Senior Lecturer in Tourism, 
for Best Feedback 

John provided high-quality feedback that helped students to
recognise their strengths as well as areas for development. His
feedback promoted conversations around learning between
students, was timely, and provided examples and opportunities for
students to improve and develop.

John Dobs
on, winner

 of the 

Best Feedb
ack award
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Student Voters Comments

Kasia Huckrak-Reed - BA (Hons)
Graphic Communication

My lecturer works really hard
and gives us students a lot of
time and help when it comes

to our learning, projects and
motivation. They put a lot of effort into
their teaching and do all they can to
help prepare us for our future careers.
Therefore, it was nice to vote for
someone I felt deserved it and to show
my appreciation. 

I think that the awards are a good idea
because you get to hear all of the
positive things that people really think
about staff and to ensure that these
people are rewarded. The students are
the ones who get to work with the staff
on a day-to-day basis and benefit from
their teaching, so it makes sense that
they are the ones to vote.

I also think the awards are a great
way to keep members of staff
motivated and passionate about what
they are doing. It is a bit of friendly
competition and it's also great to hear
that you are appreciated once in a
while. 

Anna Dent - BA (Hons) English 
and Drama

I was delighted when I heard
about the Student Led
Teaching Fellowships as it is

the perfect opportunity to reward the
lecturers who have inspired me so
much over my three years of study.
The members of staff I voted for are
enthusiastic and encouraging and I
was so pleased when I heard that one
of them had won. I imagine it is an
enormous honour to win an award
voted for by students; any opportunity
to recognise great teaching should be
utilised by all. The Student Led
Teaching Fellowships are extremely
beneficial because they recognise great
teaching and reward those who give
their best to their students. If lecturers
who work hard are recognised it will
motivate them, inspire others and
improve staff morale, leading to a
flourishing university. 

Holley Jukes - BSc (Hons) Speech
and Language Therapy

The member of staff I voted
for actually won! We decided
as a group on our course that

it would be a nice idea to vote for our
lecturer because she changed one of
our modules from a standard lecture 
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format to a case study based module.
For each speech and language
disorder we had a case study and we
worked in small groups looking at
case notes, etc. in order to write
programmes and goals for them. 
We then shared this with the rest of 
the class. I found this really helpful
because our course is very vocational
and it helped me learn the information
that I would need on placement in a
practical way. She also organised for
lots of guest speakers to visit and talk
to us.

I think the awards are a good idea and
that teaching awards should be based
on student votes because we are the
ones who receive the teaching and
benefit from it. And I think it is
fantastic that our lecturer has been
recognised for the excellent teaching
she has delivered to us.

Students Union 
Testimonies 
Carla

The Fellowships are a fantastic
way for students to highlight
members of staff who really

stand out. Students are the ones
experiencing the teaching and support
so they know what has helped them
progress in their course better than
anyone else. Also, it gives teaching staff
the opportunity to understand what
students appreciate and respond to
when it comes to learning and teaching.
This information will hopefully help
others to adapt their teaching styles to
get the best out of students.  

I hope the SLTFs will create a proactive
environment whereby students recognise
staff efforts and staff continually develop
their teaching practices to engage
students.  

My role was to coordinate the Student
Led Teaching Fellowships in its initial
year. I helped to promote the Awards,
‘recruit’ voters and organise student and
staff prizes. The main thing I learnt from
undertaking the task was time
management and organisation. As it
was a brand new initiative, you find
yourself learning lots of things and it’s
all about remembering that initiatives
such as this take time to develop. 

I believe it is important for students to
recognise the teaching ability of staff
and to have an opportunity to say 

Carla from
 the Studen

ts Union

Coordinato
r for the St

udent Led

Teaching F
ellowships
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‘Thank You’ to those who have
supported and inspired them. Being in
partnership with LTDU has been
incredibly enjoyable and a reminder as
to how important their role is in
promoting quality learning and
teaching across the University.  

Hannah and Nichola

Over the past few years we
have successfully worked on
a number of projects and

initiatives in partnership with LTDU.
One of our main initiatives was the
Student Led Teaching Fellowships.
This was a great way to get students
interacting with the university to be
able to highlight which lecturers they 
felt went above and beyond
expectations and deserved recognition. 

The pilot study took place in the
London School of Commerce and
proved to be a great success. Being
part of the panel allowed us see some
of the comments that the students had
submitted - they were very heart
warming and encouraging. 

The sorts of skills we have developed
having undertaken this work include
communicating effectively with
students, marketing and advertising
the Student Led Teaching Fellowships
and making sure that students were
aware of what they needed to do and
how. 

The LTDU team worked very closely
with the SU and allowed a whole
range of individuals offering different
skills to come together to help produce
a successful initiative. There were
some challenges faced in terms of
getting students to fully interact,
however we did get a large percentage
of students voting and this is
something we think we can build on
and increase in future years. We
believe that this will come with time,
especially as this was the first time we
had ever launched the fellowships and
it does take time for new things to
become recognised. 

We believe that the working
partnership of LTDU and Cardiff Met
Students’ Union has lead to a
successful launch of the Student Led
Teaching Fellowships and we are
excited to see how this will progress in
the future.

Hannah an
d Nichola o

f the

Students U
nion collec

ting

nomination
 cards
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Conclusion

This booklet highlights the enormous value and impact that has
emerged from several very productive partnership projects
between Cardiff Metropolitan University’s Learning and Teaching
Development Unit, Schools, Student’s Union and, importantly,
students themselves. The projects described illustrate how
partnership working can lead to continuous enhancement of the
curriculum, learner experience, student support and teaching
practices. Benefits to students also include:.

 Feeling valued and having a greater sense of ownership over their 
education.

 Developments to the curriculum, which impact positively on 
engagement and learning and could lead to increased retention rates 
and attainment.

 Improved metacognitive skills developed through critical reflection on 
their learning experiences.

 The development of a range of employability skills, including research, 
time management, problem solving, planning and communication.

 Better access to social/academic support.

We hope to build on the success of these projects and continue working in
partnership with learners in the future.
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